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Tibetan monks and laypeople who killed 222 people in a week-long battle last April in the monastery have been sentenced to life imprisonment for their “crimes against the state.”

Three other monks were each sentenced to 12 years’ imprisonment, and four were each sentenced to ten years, the source said.

The trial, which was held in a secret location, emerged in July. The source had spoken to the only attorney for the defendants.

During the trial, which lasted from July 15 to July 23, the four monks were accused of carrying out “terrorist activities,” which is a euphemism for “crimes against the state.”

The monks had been accused of “inciting uprisings” and “interfering with public security,” which are crimes that can carry a maximum sentence of life imprisonment.

The trial was held in the remote region of Tibet, which is a sensitive area for the Chinese government and a source of tension between China and the Dalai Lama, the精神领袖 of the Tibetan people.

The source said that the trial was held in a secret location, and that the only attorney for the defendants was not allowed to speak to the media.

The sentence of life imprisonment for the monks is a severe punishment, and it is likely that they will spend the rest of their lives in prison.

The Chinese government has been known to use its political and judicial system to silence critics and dissidents, and to suppress any form of dissent.

The sentence of life imprisonment for the monks comes on the heels of a series of protests and demonstrations in Tibet, which have been met with a heavy-handed response from the Chinese government.

The Dalai Lama has condemned the Chinese government’s policies in Tibet, and has called for international attention to the human rights situation in the region.

The Chinese government has denied any human rights violations in Tibet, and has defended its policies in the region as necessary to maintain stability and security.

The monk who remained silent during the trial was not identified by the source. The identity of the other three monks was also not disclosed.
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Swamy booked for alleged remarks against Rahul Gandhi

STAFF REPORTER

Chhattisgarh police have lodged an FIR against BJP's Rajya Sabha member Subramanian Swamy following a complaint that he allegedly made a false statement against Congress leader Rahul Gandhi, police officials said.

Based on a complaint of Jashpur district Congress president Pawan Agrawal, the First Information Report (FIR) was registered at Palathagola police station on June 7.

A person, identified as Pawan Agrawal, lodged an FIR against Swamy alleging that the BJP leader has no right and facts to comment on Congress and Rahul Gandhi.

The FIR mentioned that a false statement was made by Swamy that he, Rahul Gandhi, had no right and facts to comment on Congress and Rahul Gandhi.

A senior official of the Palathagola police station said the FIR was registered on June 7.

The case will be investigated and action will be taken against Swamy if he is found guilty.

Cong cops off planned state-wide protest today

STAFF REPORTER

The state-wide demonstration of state Congress on Sunday against the alleged anti-Chhattisgarh decision of main government including withdrawal of veterinary quotas for cows and milk quota for 'Dal-Brain' centres and protests across the state, has been deferred.

Congress spokesperson Shalish Nitya Tripathi said, Swamy's statement is uncorroborated and highly condemnable. It has demotivated Rahul Gandhi and the Congress party in the state and the country. He has no moral and legal right to make such a false statement.

A statement by the Congress party in the state and the country.

Incidently, on Sunday, Congress president Rahul Gandhi also made a statement that Swamy himself knows that his statement was false and has no moral and legal right to comment on the Congress and Rahul Gandhi.

Swamy has sought a written apology from the Congress party and Rahul Gandhi, and has also given a damage of Rs 50 lakh.

He also told officials to take any action or community punishment which may be required.

The agitators were asked to hold the programme at their respective districts.

Sarthi's custodial death is a case of murder, alleges BJP

STAFF REPORTER

A two-member panel of Raigarh Police, Dr. Krishna Murti, senior doctor and Saurabh Singh, while briefing media on Sunday claimed that the circumstantial evidences and photographs and statements confirmed the custodial death of Krishna Sarthi, of Champaran, on June 25 in a case of murder.

Sarthi (30) of state's northern region Bhandara had reportedly committed suicide by hanging in Champaran police station (District Saranpur) lock up on June 26, 2019 and later Station House Officer (SHO) including 10 police station staff were suspended.

Saurabh Singh said the deceased's father and sister were present when the police and his body had severe injury marks and black spots.

Police had arrested Krishna based on the complaint of his wife and his sister due to family disputes. The police had arrested him at nine in the morning and he was declared dead at around 12.30 pm, said Saurabh Singh.

Leader of Opposition Bhairavan Kashyap said government should register a case of murder against the deceased in the case of Sarthi.

Police have also registered a case under sections 304 (murder), 305 (abetment of suicide) and 34 (acts by several persons in furtherance of common intention) of IPC.

Such a statement can disturb peace among people, he said in his statement.

Apart from the demo, ministers in charge of his respective districts are currently holding the agitation and the government would make a statement on Monday.

Party workers and farmers from Bemetara district have submitted a memorandum in the Collector's office for the day.

The Collector while inspecting the paddy condition of the area, opined that more should be done to ensure the proper maintenance of the shelters while making sure the shelters are not deserted.

The Mandal head should ensure the presence of cattle in the shelters.

The Collector, under instructions 66 'Gauthan' (cow shelters), has stepped up the work towards nullah conservation in the Bemetara district.

The Collector, under instructions 66 'Gauthan' (cow shelters), has stepped up the work towards nullah conservation in the Bemetara district.

In order to avoid the death of bovines at the shelters, the Collector, under instructions 66 'Gauthan' (cow shelters), has stepped up the work towards nullah conservation in the Bemetara district.

The Collector, under instructions 66 'Gauthan' (cow shelters), has stepped up the work towards nullah conservation in the Bemetara district.

Source the fodder locally, says Bemetara collector

STAFF REPORTER

The fodder locally purchased and sold by the local dealers without following the proper mechanism and without ensuring the quality of the fodder is being sold locally, a senior official of the State Veterinary Department, Bemetara collector, Mr. Mahadev Kawre, has said.

The collector, while addressing the dealers and local officials, said that the quality of the fodder locally purchased and sold by the dealers is not being ensured by the dealers.

If the dealers are not ensuring the quality of the fodder, they are supplying the same to the farmers at higher rates.
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The Collector, while addressing the dealers and local officials, said that the quality of the fodder locally purchased and sold by the dealers is not being ensured by the dealers. The dealers are supplying the same to the farmers at higher rates.

The Collector, while addressing the dealers and local officials, said that the quality of the fodder locally purchased and sold by the dealers is not being ensured by the dealers. The dealers are supplying the same to the farmers at higher rates.

The Collector, while addressing the dealers and local officials, said that the quality of the fodder locally purchased and sold by the dealers is not being ensured by the dealers. The dealers are supplying the same to the farmers at higher rates.
Haryana has bagged three awards, including one district-level awarded for conservation performance in respect of sex ratio at birth (SRB) under the National Programme of Sex Ratio at Birth (NPSRB). The state is also felicitated for raising awareness in the social domain.

The two districts of Hisar and Ambala have been awarded the ‘Champion District’ certificate under the NPSRB.

A spokesman of the state government said the Union Ministry of Women and Child Development had also been doing whatever it can to do its best in the domain.

The Union Minister of Women and Child Development, Maneka Gandhi, during her visit to the state in February last year, had announced the district-level awards for the year 2012.

“The district has been doing whatever we can do and is best in the domain,” the spokesman said.

Haryana, which was ranked second lowest in the SRB figure of 1991, has shown a steady improvement in SRB, which is currently 900.

The SRB factor of different districts of the state is now much better than the national average.

Giving details, an official of the state government said the Union Government would reward those states/union territories and districts at a function to felicitate good performing states/union territories and districts.

“The Union Government would also be honouring the district by felicitating the district head under the Haryana State Award,” the spokesman added.

The Government would present awards to the districts on the occasion of Beti Bachao Beti Padhao programme being launched on February 21, the official said.

Sapna Chaudhary joins BJP

Delhi Labourer, Sapna Chaudhary, a 21-year-old woman, who was recently with the Janata Dal (United) (JD-U) opened up about her switch to the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) in the presence of the party’s national president, Narendra Modi.

Addressing the gathering, Modi said Chaudhary’s entry into the Assembly election by virtue of the hard labour of all the aspirants from the opposers were noticed, he said adding that the way she was being done by a group of people was a protest against women candidates.

According to the complaint, he got a call from an identified call delivery number from which can be either a SBI bank card or a Delhi bank card and was informed by the caller that the amount of Rs 500,000 is being transferred into the bank account.

He said that the credit card was activated and that a transaction took place. The caller informed him that Rs 2,200 was transferred into the bank account.

Theing the complainant, a Delhi police officer, Ramesh Kumar, said he had been informed by the complainant that they had been involved in a business of fake shopping portal.

The complainant, a Delhi police officer, Ramesh Kumar, said he had been informed by the complainant that they had been involved in a business of fake shopping portal. In the process of starting a single shopping portal and handing over the card to the victim, the officer was arrested.

He added that the victim had been involved in a business of fake shopping portal. In the process of starting a single shopping portal and handing over the card to the victim, the officer was arrested. He also added that in the process of starting a single shopping portal and handing over the card to the victim, the officer was arrested.

The complainant, a Delhi police officer, Ramesh Kumar, said he had been informed by the complainant that they had been involved in a business of fake shopping portal. In the process of starting a single shopping portal and handing over the card to the victim, the officer was arrested.
Iran is set to exceed nuclear fuel enrichment cap

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani has ordered the country’s nuclear agency to cross a threshold that sets a cap on uranium enrichment activities, as concern grows over the Islamic Republic’s nuclear activities.

Rouhani’s order to exceed the threshold would be implemented in a “safeguarded” manner, he said. The step comes amid heightened tensions with the West over Iran’s nuclear program.

The move comes after European Union foreign policy chief Josep Borrell said that Iran has been “very close” to breaking the threshold set by the 2015 nuclear deal, which it is said to have reached in January.

However, Rouhani stressed that any such steps are reversible if the United States and other parties to the deal reverse their moves.

In a statement on Sunday, Rouhani said: “We are fully committed to the nuclear agreement that we signed in the presence of all parties to the deal, and we will continue to comply with our commitments under the agreement.”

The statement also said that Iran will not “take any action that is harmful to the interest of the Islamic Republic of Iran”.

However, the moves come amid concern over the possibility of a military strike on Iran, with Israel and the United States discussing strike options.

Iran has repeatedly said it is not seeking a nuclear weapon and that its activities are purely for peaceful purposes.

The move comes amid the ongoing tensions with the West over Iran’s nuclear program, with the United States and other parties to the deal expressing concern over Iran’s activities.

The US has imposed sanctions on Iran in response to its activities, including its enrichment activities beyond the limits set by the nuclear deal.

The European Union has also imposed sanctions on Iran over its activities, with the EU saying that it is “deeply concerned” by Iran’s activities.

The EU has called on Iran to “abstain from any action that could be seen as undermining the nuclear agreement”.

The move comes amid concerns that the US and other parties to the deal could take further steps, including imposing additional sanctions on Iran or even taking military action.

In a statement, EU foreign policy chief Josep Borrell said: “We are deeply concerned by Iran’s nuclear actions and we urge Iran to follow the letter and spirit of the nuclear agreement.”

However, Rouhani said in his statement that Iran is “fully committed to the nuclear deal and will continue to comply with its commitments under the agreement”.

In a separate statement, Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said that “Iran’s actions are fully consistent with its commitments under the nuclear agreement.”

Zarif said that Iran will “continue to comply with its commitments under the agreement and will not take any action that could undermine the agreement”.

The move comes amid the ongoing tensions with the West over Iran’s nuclear program, with the US and other parties to the deal expressing concern over Iran’s activities.

The EU has also imposed sanctions on Iran over its activities, with the EU saying that it is “deeply concerned” by Iran’s activities.

The EU has called on Iran to “abstain from any action that could be seen as undermining the nuclear agreement”.

UK statements

The British government has said it is “deeply concerned” by Iran’s actions and is “fully committed” to working with other parties to the deal to address the situation.

The UK government has announced a package of sanctions on Iran over its activities, including economic and financial sanctions.

The UK said it is “fully committed” to working with other parties to the deal to address the situation.

In a statement, UK Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt said: “We are deeply concerned by Iran’s actions and we urge Iran to follow the letter and spirit of the nuclear agreement.”

The UK has also imposed sanctions on Iran over its activities, with the UK saying that it is “deeply concerned” by Iran’s activities.

The UK has called on Iran to “abstain from any action that could be seen as undermining the nuclear agreement”.

US statements

The US government has said it is “deeply concerned” by Iran’s actions and is “fully committed” to working with other parties to the deal to address the situation.

The US has announced a package of sanctions on Iran over its activities, including economic and financial sanctions.

The US said it is “fully committed” to working with other parties to the deal to address the situation.

In a statement, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said: “We are deeply concerned by Iran’s actions and we urge Iran to follow the letter and spirit of the nuclear agreement.”

The US has also imposed sanctions on Iran over its activities, with the US saying that it is “deeply concerned” by Iran’s activities.

The US has called on Iran to “abstain from any action that could be seen as undermining the nuclear agreement”.

Outreach efforts

In an effort to address the situation, Iran has initiated outreach efforts to other parties to the deal.

Iran has offered to hold talks with other parties to the deal, including the US, to address the situation.

However, the US has rejected Iran’s offer, with US officials saying that the US is “fully committed” to working with other parties to the deal to address the situation.

The US has also imposed sanctions on Iran over its activities, with the US saying that it is “deeply concerned” by Iran’s activities.

The US has called on Iran to “abstain from any action that could be seen as undermining the nuclear agreement”.
With the monsoon raging in India, it is important to remember its critical importance to the country’s economy and the lives of its people. As the first, it was also vital in the Globalers' Erin Onnagawa commends on Indian Agricultures’ December 2019. Vinod Kumar, 2020. India’s economy as a gamble on the instabilities multiply. “The intensification of the impacts of climate change, which we see as a template of Asian, might have successfully persuaded and we have taken it away. summer. As the warm air[Footnote 1:...impending hurdles to reposition the geological history that has left India’s customary front and go to another in the southern hemisphere.” The monsoon depletion, and increasing evaporative stress, which in turn, devastates the lives of hundreds of thousands of people subjected to situations ranging from famine, migration, and civil strife. Although they have been a powerful force in the cold climate, they are also a source of hydration and nourishment for the lives of many. The sea is a key factor in the global water cycle, and its variations can have significant impacts on our daily lives and the environment. Water is not only essential for survival, but also for ensuring the health and well-being of all living beings on Earth. The Importance of Water: Its Role in Life and the Environment

Water is essential to life as we know it. It is the foundation of all biological processes, enabling the survival and growth of plants and animals. Water is a crucial component in maintaining the balance of ecosystems and is vital for the functioning of our planet. Here are some of the ways water is important to life and the environment:

1. **Supports Life Forms**: Water supports the growth and survival of a vast array of life forms on Earth. It is essential for the development and function of living organisms, from single-celled organisms to complex ecosystems.

2. **Regulates Temperature**: Water plays a critical role in regulating the temperature of the Earth's surface. Its high heat capacity helps to absorb and release heat, which contributes to the planet's climate regulation and temperature stability.

3. **Hydration**: As a primary nutrient, water is crucial for human health. It is involved in many physiological processes, including digestion, absorption, and transportation of nutrients, as well as temperature regulation and waste elimination.

4. **Energy Dynamics**: Water is a key factor in energy dynamics, as it is involved in the photosynthesis process and in the conversion of solar energy into chemical energy.

5. **Hydrological Cycle**: Water is a central component of the hydrological cycle, which involves the continuous movement of water between the Earth's surface, atmosphere, and subsurface.

6. **Ecological Balance**: Water is essential for maintaining ecological balance and the health of ecosystems. It supports biodiversity and is a critical factor in the functioning of various ecological systems.

7. **Industrial Processes**: Water is used in various industrial processes, from power generation to manufacturing, agriculture, and construction.

8. **Municipal and Domestic Use**: In the municipal and domestic context, water is primarily used for drinking, sanitation, and household chores. It is also used for irrigation and industrial purposes.

9. **Recreation and Tourism**: Water is a significant resource for recreation and tourism, providing opportunities for activities such as boating, fishing, swimming, and water sports.

10. **Environmental Conservation**: Water conservation is a critical aspect of environmental conservation, as it helps to maintain ecological balance and prevent water shortages.

In conclusion, water is an essential resource for life and the environment. Its importance cannot be overstated, and efforts must be made to ensure its sustainable use and conservation. Water is a precious resource that requires responsible management and conservation to support the health and well-being of all living beings on Earth.
The agonising situation that farmers face is not new. But what is new is the magnitude of the crisis and the inability of many to find solutions. The Government’s announcement in the Budget did not disappoint as this sector got a share of Rs 1.53 lakh crore (2019-20 BE), an increase of Rs 86,602 crore for agriculture and allied activities. With this additional allocation, the Finance Minister has made a welcome move which not only will provide some relief to farmers but also provide a glimpse of how the Centre is thinking of farmers when it comes to their problems. The announcement is certainly a step in the right direction.

The Finance Minister further announced that the National Food Security Mission would be extended to the farming community and that the inclusive growth and social protection programme would be scaled up. The Budget announcement also outlined the need for a change in the way we think about agricultural productivity. It is time to think beyond the usual rhetoric of technological innovation and efficiency and think about the social and economic frameworks that have created the current crisis. The Budget announcement also highlighted the need for a shift in thinking towards a more holistic approach to agricultural development.

The Budget announcement is a welcome move. The Finance Minister has shown that the Government is aware of the challenges faced by farmers and is ready to take action. However, it is important to remember that the Budget announcement is just the beginning. The real test will be in the implementation of the announced measures. The Government needs to work closely with the states and the private sector to ensure that the announced measures are implemented effectively.

The Finance Minister also announced the creation of an agri-rural bank to provide affordable credit to farmers. This is a welcome move as farmers have been facing difficulties in accessing credit. The agri-rural bank will provide a much-needed source of credit to farmers and will help them to overcome the financial constraints they face.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agro-processing and value addition. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agro-processing units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the value of their produce and will help them to earn more income. The scheme will also promote the creation of agro-processing units in the country and will help to increase the overall productivity of the farming sector.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of organic farming. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up organic farming units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the demand for organic products and will help to protect the environment.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of drought-resistant varieties of crops. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up drought-resistant varieties of crops. The scheme will help farmers to increase the yield of their crops and will help to protect the farmers from the impact of drought.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of water conservation. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up water conservation units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the water availability for their crops and will help to protect the environment.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of rural tourism. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up rural tourism units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the income from tourism and will help to promote the rural tourism industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agro-forestry. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agro-forestry units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the demand for agro-forestry products and will help to protect the environment.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of organic manure. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up organic manure units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the demand for organic manure and will help to protect the environment.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-education. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-education units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-education industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-insurance. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-insurance units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-insurance industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-parks. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-parks. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-parks industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-exports. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-exports units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-exports industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-tech. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-tech units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-tech industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-venture. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-venture units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-venture industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-finance. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-finance units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-finance industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-energy. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-energy units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-energy industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-climate. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-climate units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-climate industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-food. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-food units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-food industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-tourism. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-tourism units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-tourism industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-art. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-art units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-art industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-design. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-design units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-design industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-biotech. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-biotech units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-biotech industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-waste. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-waste units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-waste industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-standards. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-standards units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-standards industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-access. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-access units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-access industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-transport. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-transport units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-transport industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-storage. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-storage units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-storage industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-processing. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-processing units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-processing industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-marketing. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-marketing units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-marketing industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-communications. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-communications units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-communications industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-education. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-education units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-education industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-insurance. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-insurance units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-insurance industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-finance. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-finance units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-finance industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-energy. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-energy units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-energy industry.

The Budget announcement also included the introduction of a new scheme for the promotion of agri-climate. This scheme will provide financial assistance to farmers for setting up agri-climate units. The scheme will help farmers to increase the knowledge of the farmers and will help to promote the agri-climate industry.
Kharif sowing hit by heavy rain; acreage down 27% so far

A tax sown under kharif 2022-23 in Maharashtra, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu included in the Kharif sowing report for the first time was 94.58 lakh hectares. A total of 94.45 lakh hectares is reported so far under kharif 2022-23 across India, an increase of 38.58 lakh hectares from last year.

Kharif reports from the three states included in the Kharif report show a total of 35.58 lakh hectares of area under kharif crops were sown in Karnataka so far this kharif season. The state reported sowing of 36.07 lakh hectares in last year’s kharif season.

In Tamil Nadu, the area sown under kharif crops was 25.47 lakh hectares so far this season. The state reported the sowing of 30.78 lakh hectares last year.

In Maharashtra, the area sown under kharif crops was 22.06 lakh hectares so far this season. The state reported the sowing of 26.64 lakh hectares last year.

In case of rice, the area sown so far was 56.40 lakh hectares across the three states. A total of 57.17 lakh hectares of rice was sown in the three states last year.

Soil moisture deficit

According to the report, the soil moisture status is deficit in the majority of the districts in the three states. The deficit is most severe in Karnataka, with 97% of the districts reporting a soil moisture deficit. In Tamil Nadu, 72% of the districts are reporting a soil moisture deficit, and in Maharashtra, 38% of the districts are reporting a soil moisture deficit.

In Karnataka, the soil moisture status is deficit in all districts except Davangere, Chikmagalur, Kodagu, Shimoga, and Koppal. In Tamil Nadu, the soil moisture status is deficit in all districts except Salem, Thanjavur, and Villupuram. In Maharashtra, the soil moisture status is deficit in all districts except Sangli, Satara, and Raigad.

In summary, the Kharif sowing report for the first time included three states - Maharashtra, Karnataka, and Tamil Nadu. The report shows a total of 94.45 lakh hectares of area under kharif crops so far this kharif season, an increase of 38.58 lakh hectares from last year. In case of rice, the area sown so far is 56.40 lakh hectares across the three states, an increase of 14.77 lakh hectares from last year. The soil moisture status is deficit in the majority of the districts in the three states, with the deficit being most severe in Karnataka.
Jammu: The eighth batch of pilgrims from Jammu left for the 46-day pilgrimage from Jammu on Saturday ahead of the official start of the pilgrimage from Jammu on June 30, since the commencement of the pilgrimage in 1940.

In a Pulwama hospital, three persons were admitted with suspected polio vaccination reactions. In Ramban, three children were admitted in a hospital with fever and respiratory distress.

Over 85,000 yatris have so far availed of pilgrimage services at the Katra shrine, housing the naturally formed Amarnath Yatra cave, since the beginning of the yatra, which is scheduled to end on August 15 concluding with the Maha Shivratri Festival.

The BJP leaders, who were taking part in a plane under tight security cover and went to the Katra base camp last night in the NH-44, told PTI that they were ready to undergo "suffering and danger" to ensure that the politics of fear may take over at the helm of affairs so that the people of J&K could realize that there is no alternative to a government "which has a heart and with confidence in people", Singh said.

The two parties came to an agreement on the conduct of a plane to the shrine.-air lines, which has been in the air since long, was finally taken off.

"Yes, in legislature, knowing the party chief and the constituent assembly. Therefore, it should be a matter of party leadership and not the people of that area to upset the order that we have created," Singh said.

TheImproved railway staff had held a demonstration in a bid to make the train run on time.

The Bench had observed that the 300 persons who were arrested in the cases had been arrested on the basis of evidence, which was "too weak to be sustained".

The police said that the two bodies have not been identified yet and the post-mortem is awaited.

In a declaration, the 300 persons who were arrested in the cases had been arrested on the basis of evidence, which was "too weak to be sustained".

The police had registered a case under Sections 148 and 153 of the Indian Penal Code against a group of youths for causing "deterioration in public life and peace".

The Bench had observed that the 300 persons who were arrested in the cases had been arrested on the basis of evidence, which was "too weak to be sustained".
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Discipline is Rohit's success mantra

PTI | LEEDS

India opener Rohit Sharma admitted on Tuesday he achieved his career-best ODI ranking of 2nd place, thanks to another impressive performance in the World Cup. Sharma, who has played 17 innings in the tournament, has scored 463 runs at an average of 77.16 with five centuries. He is just one point behind Pakistan’s Babar Azam, who is currently at 78.16.

Rohit said his form has been crucial for his team, which is now riding high in the tournament. “India has won four out of five games, and it’s all because of the way I have been batting,” he said.

Asked if the playing eleven has been finalized, he said: “Yes, we have played all the games in the tournament so far, and the team has been consistent. We have been able to adapt to different situations and conditions.”

Asked if the team has a plan to face the remaining games, Rohit said: “We have a good mix of players, and we are looking to keep the momentum going.”

Rohit also thanked the support staff and the management for their backing. “I have been getting good support from the team, and I am sure we will continue to perform well,” he said.

PTI | LONDON

Hitman closes in Kohli at the top

India opener Rohit Sharma admitted on Tuesday he achieved his career-best ODI ranking of 2nd place, thanks to another impressive performance in the World Cup. Sharma, who has played 17 innings in the tournament, has scored 463 runs at an average of 77.16 with five centuries. He is just one point behind Pakistan’s Babar Azam, who is currently at 78.16.

Rohit said his form has been crucial for his team, which is now riding high in the tournament. “India has won four out of five games, and it’s all because of the way I have been batting,” he said.

Asked if the playing eleven has been finalized, he said: “Yes, we have played all the games in the tournament so far, and the team has been consistent. We have been able to adapt to different situations and conditions.”

Asked if the team has a plan to face the remaining games, Rohit said: “We have a good mix of players, and we are looking to keep the momentum going.”

Rohit also thanked the support staff and the management for their backing. “I have been getting good support from the team, and I am sure we will continue to perform well,” he said.

India lucky to have Ro & Bumah

India opener Rohit Sharma admitted on Tuesday he achieved his career-best ODI ranking of 2nd place, thanks to another impressive performance in the World Cup. Sharma, who has played 17 innings in the tournament, has scored 463 runs at an average of 77.16 with five centuries. He is just one point behind Pakistan’s Babar Azam, who is currently at 78.16.

Rohit said his form has been crucial for his team, which is now riding high in the tournament. “India has won four out of five games, and it’s all because of the way I have been batting,” he said.

Asked if the playing eleven has been finalized, he said: “Yes, we have played all the games in the tournament so far, and the team has been consistent. We have been able to adapt to different situations and conditions.”

Asked if the team has a plan to face the remaining games, Rohit said: “We have a good mix of players, and we are looking to keep the momentum going.”

Rohit also thanked the support staff and the management for their backing. “I have been getting good support from the team, and I am sure we will continue to perform well,” he said.
England cricket players express their views on the recent matches and their preparations for upcoming tournaments. Key points include the impact of a last-four place, the World Cup win over Australia, and preparations for future matches. The text also highlights the importance of fitness and team spirit in achieving success on the field. Additionally, the article mentions the recent departure of a key player, the challenges of injury management, and the team's focus on持续改进和团队合作。
Neither ordered nor in a mood to quit after a loss for the World Cup consolation, skipper Sarfaraz Ahmed Sunday said he can take you anywhere with him in a knockout match. Addressing a press confer-
ence, which was delayed by 15 minutes, Sarfaraz said the team did not face any pressure in the run-up to the match, no matter what the stage was.

“I don’t think we need to be ashamed of anything. We had a tough time in the first five matches especially after the defeat against India but I am proud of the way we performed in the last four matches,” Sarfaraz said.

He firmly refused suggestions that it’s time for the team to quit. The Pakistan Cricket Board will now take a call on who will be the next captain. But personally, unless you asked me, I know these players very well now. Most of them were young and it was from our mistakes in the World Cup. I can tell the team what the next level, especially with the World T20 Cup coming up next year. The team has been given the right to stay as it is,” Sarfaraz explained.

Pakistan finished sixth in the World Cup after they missed the semifinal line to New Zealand on Sunday.

“I am satisfied with our performance and we should have reached the semifinal to overall count and give us the necessary confidence. I think we did respectable but we need to improve on the captaincy,”

“Know that if you get a chance to continue as a team will make a breakthrough,” he said.

There is more to come, Sarfaraz added. “They are still not even close to their peak form. We got reaction of some people after the defeat against India. I think we should have taken a lesson and we should have continued to improve. When we were winning runs in each and every match, he added. “Before the match started he said: ‘Medel always goes to the limit, and it hurt and shook the Chilean. He always back him up. At the moment, he is not in our team for good performance and we should have taken a lesson from this. We need to improve on Net-Run-Rate.”

Some were incidents available and we did not get a run in such and every match. He added: “Yes, we have 13 good players but some of them are young players.

“We have a lot of good players in our team. We have 13 players who are playing eight minutes.”

Sarfaraz said after the defeat against India, the team had a walk-through and had called all the players and had a frank talk with them on every issue.

“We also discussed the option of picking some players from the series with England and planning to work a bit harder than them. It is very difficult for any player to lose a match or to perform well. It is also very important to lose a match. We need to improve on Net-Run-Rate.”

There are some incidents available and we did not get a run in such and every match. He added.
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